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Executive Summary
Coalition of Positive Messengers to Counter Online Hate Speech Project tackles

the issue of online hate speech targeted against migrants, refugees and asylum

seekers in seven EU countries. It addresses the need for more effective civil
society response to online hate speech through sharing and disseminating best
practices and active engagement of local communities in creating and sharing
powerful counter-narratives against xenophobic discourse.

The media content analysis on online media covers two periods – one in 2016

and one in 2017, and focuses on three media outlets – Nova TV, Blitz.bg and

Novini.bg, based on their online popularity in facebook and twitter. It combines

two methods: traditional media monitoring and automated data search
algorithm, to research the levels of hate speech, the representation of migrants
and refugees, the dynamic and shifting arguments.

The Bulgarian media and social media show high tolerance towards hateful

speech. They are less regulated than elsewhere in the European Union and hate

speech is seriously underreported. Media, though generally neutral, contributes
to increasing the gap between perception and reality. Certain trigger events

influence the expression of hate online. While there appears to be a reduction in
the hate speech and discriminatory reporting, more work needs to be done to

ensure transparency and representation of migrant voices in the Bulgarian
media.
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1. Methodology
1.1 Research problem and aim of the research
The research problem is defined by the main project objectives, namely to

research, analyze, classify and compare levels and trends in online hate speech
against migrants in the media and particularly in the social media in the project
countries. The research covers the period 2016-2017. The research uses diverse
relevant public resources already produced in the participating countries: such
as media monitoring reports, media content analysis surveys, etc., as well as

specially developed tools: automated data search algorithm, the application of
which is matched with own media monitoring.

1.2 Justification of the research
A number of studies on online media hate speech have been done in individual
countries and across the EU, less attention has been devoted to the online hate

speech “co-produced” by media and individual users: the forums with readers

comments supported by the online platforms of media outlets, the social media
content (with comments) of main media outlets. The increase of social media
online hate speech instances against migrant and refugees in the last two-three

years does not necessarily go hand in hand with increase in self-regulation,

legislative and law enforcement efforts. The media content analysis is
complementary to the 1.1 deliverable: Mapping out the national context with

assessment of the prevention and responses to hate speech incidents in each
country. It aims to deepen understanding of the links between occurrences like
planned political events such as elections, terrorist attacks at home and abroad,

waves of refugees and certain local reactions and the levels of online hate

speech. It also tries to study a sample of different popular media outlets and the
environment they create for eventual online hate speech. This study and data

collection has significant policy relevance for national and EU decision-makers
Coalition of Positive Messengers to Counter Online Hate Speech - JUST/2015/PRAC/AG/BEST/8931
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regarding the implementation of anti-discrimination legislation and countering
online hate speech initiatives. National research findings will be followed by

recommendations in the comparative report targeted at the relevant
stakeholders.

1.3 Definitions used
The research does not aim to engage in theoretical debates on the definition of
the term “hate speech” or debates on the tension between freedom of expression
and hate speech. For the purposes of this study, and given the lack of a common

international definition of hate speech, the project partners have agreed to use
the definition proposed by the Council of Europe: „The term ‚hate speech‘ shall

be understood as covering all forms of expression which spread, incite, promote
or justify racial hatred, xenophobia, anti‐Semitism or other forms of hatred

based on intolerance, including: intolerance expressed by aggressive nationalism

and ethnocentrism, discrimination and hostility against minorities, migrants and
people of immigrant origin.“ 1 The research will also take into account article 2.1
of the Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime 2, which states that

"racist and xenophobic material" means any written material, any image or any
other representation of ideas or theories, which advocates, promotes or incites
hatred, discrimination or violence, against any individual or group of individuals,

based on race, color, descent or national or ethnic origin, as well as religion if

used as a pretext for any of these factors. Partners will also use as guidelines the
definition of cyber hate and the forms and mechanisms used by those who

spread or promote hate online proposed by the Anti‐Defamation League (ADL)

“ADL defines Cyber hate as any use of electronic communications technology to
spread anti‐Semitic, racist, bigoted, extremist or terrorist messages or

information. These electronic communications technologies include the Internet
Appendix to RECOMMENDATION No. R (97) 20 of the Committee of Ministers on “Hate Speech." Adopted by
the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 30 October 1997 at the 607th meeting of Ministers'
Deputies
2 Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime, concerning the criminalisation of acts of a racist and
xenophobic nature committed through computer systems (Strasbourg, 28.I.2003).
1
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(i.e., Web‐sites, social networking sites, “Web 2.0” user‐generated content, dating
sites, blogs, on‐line games, instant messages, and E‐mail) as well as other

computer‐ and cell phone‐based information technologies (such as text messages
and mobile phones).” 3

1.4 Research methods
•

Automated data search algorithm for monitoring social media content of
media outlets

First step: Web scraping activity/Harvesting - computer science technique for

extraction of big data. This step is conducted for keywords on Twitter and to
extract relevant information (not only keywords) on national newspapers online

Facebook and Twitter profiles. Second step: Data Extraction with Storage and
Warehouse - information is organized and saved for rapid access for analysis.

Third step: Data analysis with Text Mining techniques and relative outcomes
and their interpretation. The main objective is to turn text into data for analysis,

trough application of natural language processing (NLP) and analytical methods.
The Social Network Analysis method is also used as a technique that through

matrix algebra and graphs theory highlights relationships (ties) between the
statistical entities of a phenomenon.

The software used for each step of methodology (Webscraping activity,
Warehouse and Text Mining and Social Network Analysis) is always R with

several packages connected to it. R is a language and environment for statistical
computing and graphics, designed in the 1980s by Bell Laboratories (formerly

AT&T, now Lucent Technologies). It includes data handling and storage facility,
operators for calculations on arrays (matrices), integrated collection of

intermediate tools for data analysis, graphical facilities for data analysis and
display and a well-developed

programming language which includes

conditionals, loops, user-defined recursive functions and input and output
facilities.
3

From Responding to Cyberhate, Toolkit for Action (ADL), http://www.adl.org/internet/Binder_final.pdf
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•

Media content monitoring

The methodology consists of the following steps: 1/ monitoring the three

selected online media, including their social media (Facebook and Twitter)

during a 2-month period around the selected event in 2016, and one week in
2017; 2/ monitoring the three selected online media, including their social media

(Facebook and Twitter) during the same periods monitored, with automated
data search algorithm.

The media content analysis has two components: 1/ Quantitative based on

frequency of the selected words in the media content (in titles, in materials), and
in the reader generated content (comments, social media posts). 2/ Quantitative
based on the type of coverage the news or story containing the selected words

receives: positive, negative or neutral. One effective approach is to use two sets
of

criteria

in

determining

whether

an

item

is

positive

or

negative: context and content. Context refers to the way in which the story is

framed. Content refers to the overt facts and tone of the story. More commonly
the framing and content coincide.

The combination of automated data search algorithm and the traditional media
content analysis will both verify and validate findings and deepen understanding
of media online hate speech.

The methodology, collection and elaboration of automated data are provided by
the Team of IULM University, whilst for 2016 the data collection is provided by
ELIFLAB.

2. National context
According to the Council for Electronic Media and the National Statistical
Institute - 2014, the number of active media outlets in Blgaria is as follows: print:
295 newspapers, 635 magazines; radio stations: 85; television stations: 112. The
Coalition of Positive Messengers to Counter Online Hate Speech - JUST/2015/PRAC/AG/BEST/8931
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total annual newspaper circulation is 324,310,000. The internet usage is 4.072
million (July 2015, CIA World Factbook).

The media environment in Bulgaria – similarly to the rest of the post-communist

countries, has deteriorated dramatically since they joined the EU. The substantial

changes include ever-decreasing advertising revenues, ever-increasing political

dependencies, the withdrawal of foreign media owners, dramatically diminishing
print circulation, and intensive reader migration to digital media. As a result,

some of the most respected traditional media have ended up in the hands of local

politicians and businessmen who are all too willing to use them as an instrument
for wielding political and economic power and settling accounts with
opponents 4.

According to the World Press Freedom Index, published annually by the
Reporters Without Borders, of the seven project countries, Bulgaria has seen the

greatest decline in media freedom. Whereas it ranked 34th out of 158 countries
in the 2003 Index, Bulgaria has experienced a continuous decline since 2007,

landing 113th out of 180 countries in 2016 – the country’s worst performance

ever. Noteworthy, Bulgaria came last among the EU Member States.

The country’s performance in the Freedom of the Press reports, compiled
annually by Freedom House, is quite similar. The Bulgarian media have
consistently been designated as “partly free” since 2004. According to a 2016

survey carried out by the Media Democracy Foundation, only 17% of Bulgarians
trust the independence of the media. The main threats to the public’s trust in the

media are the huge growth of fake news, a campaign against Bulgaria’s proWestern orientation, and the visible political pressure on the leading national
media.

Daniel Penev, Decline and Fall of Media Freedom in Central and Eastern Europe, http://www.aejbulgaria.org/eng/p.php?post=2519&c=288

4
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The study “The News: A Close-Up” of the Association of European Journalists –
Bulgaria, which covers 3,556 journalistic items published or broadcast in
February-April 2017 5, studied media content, thematic diversity, and the use of

sources, analyzed in relation to the professional standards set out in the Ethical

Code of Bulgarian Media. Its main conclusion is that the media set a catastrophic

agenda, which produces a strong emotional response by the audience and has a
powerful psychological impact on it.

Since “the refugee issue” took a central position on the media agenda in Bulgaria

in September 2013, the media have helped create another representation of the

enemy, namely the refugee. The speculative and almost always incompetent talk
about “refugees”, the exploitation of human stereotypes and biases, the

conflation of refugees and terrorists, and the lack of a clear distinction between
the terms “refugee” and “immigrant” have gradually put the figure of the refugee

on the same footing as the traditional epitome of the enemy in the Bulgarian
media, the Roma. The refugee has thus emerged as another enemy in the
Bulgarian society. According to polling agency Sova Harris, in the beginning of

2016, 60% of the Bulgarian citizens considered the refugees a threat to national
security.

The broadcasting regulatory body is subject to pressure from the government,
politicians, and large corporate interests, and is notably ineffective at addressing
problems such as hate speech 6. The ECRI Report on Bulgaria also concludes that

the system in place for sanctioning violations of relevant legislation is ineffective,

and Recommendation 17 proposes to encourage the Council for Electronic Media
to take action in all cases of dissemination of hate speech7.

More and more hate speech is being heard in Bulgaria, most often directed
against Roma people, but also increasingly against Muslims due to the refugee
Prof. Maria Neykova, Dr. Zhana Popova, and Dr. Vyara Angelova, “The News: A Close-Up”, Sofia, 2017
Freedom of the Press 2016 – Bulgaria, http://www.refworld.org/docid/582ac6dbf.html
7 European Commission against Racism and Intolerance, Report on Bulgaria 2014,
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/ecir/Country-by-country/Bulgaria/BGR-CbC-V-2014-036-ENG.pdf
5
6
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crisis and the terrorist attacks, a survey by the Open Society Institute Sofia 8 has
found. Parallel to the expanding of hate speech the willingness of society to resist

it has been declining. 58% of the respondents in 2016 declared they witnessed

hateful statements towards members of minority groups and refugees. 92% of
the citizens are aware of hateful speech towards Roma. The hatred or verbal
aggression against Muslims is growing rapidly - from 10.6% in 2014 to 38% in
2016.

Television remains the most influential media with which people associate the
spread of hate speech – three quarters of the respondents who in the last year

had heard hate speech, had heard it from television, the report said. Compared to
the surveys in 2013 and 2014, in 2016 the role of internet as a media spreading

hate speech was on the rise. “The internet is already the second most important
medium for spread of hate speech,” according to the report. The study of the

Institute for Social Integration 9 also emphasizes that the main source of hate

speech are television stations, particularly those connected to patriotic or
nationalist parties and organizations.

The combination of catastrophic, sensational news and hateful language has

been turned into a commercial media practice since it provokes reactions from
the readerships and boosts advertising.

3. Choice of key words
For the purposes of the automated social media data search algorithm the
Bulgarian project team selected the following ten words:
1. Migrant, migrants

Ivanka Ivanova, Public Attitudes towards Hate Speech in Bulgaria 2016, Sofia 2016, ISBN 978-954-293331-1
9 Institute for Social Integration, “Езикът на омразата – проблем №1 на бежанците в България” (Hate
Speech – Problem N1 for Refugees in Bulgaria), Sofia 2017, http://www.isibg.org/files/custom/Ezik%20Na%20Omrazata%20May%202017.pdf
8
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2. Refugee/refugees
3. Threat

4. Terrorist, terrorists
5. Islamist, Islamists
6. Illegal

7. Taliban, Talibans

8. To soap (from the brutal expression “turn Gypsies/Arabs/etc. to
soap”)

9. ‘Chernilka’ (‘nigger’, slang, offensive for a person with dark skin)
10. Out

The ten key words have been identified based on reviewed national research and
media monitoring studies from 2016 and 2017, related to online hate speech,
channels, targets, messages, refugees and immigrants. Studies reviewed include,
among others, listed in the Reference section of this report, the following
sources:
-

The survey of Mission Salvation Foundation 10 of fourteen anti-refugee and

xenophobic Facebook groups, listing the most frequent offensive
qualifications of refugees and migrants (“Talibans, traitors, aliens, slugs,
parasites”);
-

“Representation of Roma and Refugees in the Bulgarian Online Media
(Monitoring of the Media Coverage during the Official Election Campaign

24 February 2017 – 24 March 2017”, Teodor Spasov 11, pointing out the
semantic circles of online anti-refugee rhetoric linked with national

10
11

Mission Salvation, Op. cit., 6.
See T.Spasov, op. cit., http://www.aej-bulgaria.org/bul/p.php?post=8112&c=328
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disasters and calamities, “plague of grasshoppers”, “influx of invaders”,

“contract killers”, “non-humans”, “sexual assaults”;
-

The Bulgarian Helsinki Committee Annual Report on human rights;

-

“Refugees. Media image and Cultural projections”, Milko Petrov, which
outlines several phases of online representation of refugees: from

personal drama stories through fear and juxtaposition, to geopolitics and
the interests of the great powers, to Islamic terrorism and trafficking 12.

The list of identified keywords with reference to immigrants and refugees was

designed to contain neutral nouns (such as “immigrants”, “refugees”), derogatory
or pejorative nouns (such as “chernilka”, “terrorists”), adjectives related to the

OHS targets (such as “illegal”), and frequently used hate speech expressions
(turn “to soap”). The project team opted to select both a representative sample of

words already identified as frequent regarding refugees and migrants as online
hate speech targets, as well as certain diversity since the automated algorithm
not only analyses words frequency but also the relation of selected words to
other words. Therefore not only words with negative connotations were chosen.

The selected words were verified and finalized via discussion with the project

Advisory Board in Bulgaria. The Advisory Board consists of five experts with

diverse expertise in the area of ICT, education and training, human rights and
multiculturalism: Mrs Maria Gureva, Sofia University Students Division Manager;
Mrs Irina Toleva, chief expert of the Committee on Civil Society, Bulgarian

National Assembly; Mr Ivaylo Ivanov, Informatics teacher at 134th secondary
School in Sofia and author of the ICT textbooks for 9th and 10th grade; Alexandar

Politov, PhD, expert at the Institute for Regional and International Studies; and
Mr. Botyo Botev, Sofia Municipal Councilor.

ISO 690-2: 1997 : Petrov, Mlko. Refugees. Media Image and cultural projections. In: Newmedia21.eu.
Media of 21 century: Online edition for research, analyses, criticism [online], 01 April 2016. Available from:
http://www.newmedia21.eu/analizi/bezhantsite-medien-obraz-i-kulturni-proektsii/
12
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4. Choice of media outlets
Three online media outlets with active Twitter and Facebook accounts had to be

selected for the automated social media data search. The grounds for the
selection were either the market share of online news consumption, or the
different editorial political position to refugees and migrants (neutral; left wing;

right wing). Defining the editorial positions of media in Bulgaria is a challenge

since very few media outlets define their positions – such as media that either
belong to or are associated with a political party (like Alpha TV – with political
party Ataka, or Duma newspaper – with the Bulgarian Socialist Party). Even an

official request to the editor-in-chief how to define their media on the political

spectrum is not efficient and would not result in valid and acceptable research
conclusions.

The project team supported by the Advisory Board decided therefore to base
their online media selection on the popular appeal measured by number of
visitors/followers. Certain media have very well developed Facebook accounts

but have no Twitter and were therefore not appropriate for the purposes of the
automated research algorithm. Between March 1 and 10th, 2017 the most

popular 28 media outlets with available online content and their social media

profiles were reviewed: televisions, radio stations, newspapers, news agencies
and purely online news portals. In addition, data from “Gemius” metrics available
at www.audience.bg was used as well. Below are the results of the review:

televisions

March 10,
2017

Media
BNT
NOVA
BTV
BTV news
По света и у нас
(main news bulletin on BNT)
BNT 2
BiT TV
ON AIR

Madia Facebook likes

Media Twitter followers

75 500
452 000
411 010
209 330
17 847

12 909
6 087
8 670
7 271

9 088
54 654
69 610

1 023
118
4 472
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Online news portals

Channel 3
Аlpha Tv/political party
Ataka
TV Europe

36 999
18 448

317
-

Focus
Mediapool.bg
BTA
Blitz
PIK
BGNES
Vesti.bg
Novini.bg
DarikNews.bg
Novinite.bg

16 653
22 601
15 176
765 500
75 809
71 587
12 151
760 429
90 982
25 940

1 817
6 295
874
4 122
3 138
7 712
4 125
5 749

Darik Radio

3 842

-

radio

BNR

News
papers

24 Hours
Capital weekly
Sega
Trud
Dnevnik

13 667

8 115

162 619
161 828
39 774
2 021
72 974

-

513

10 460
120 237
10 941
8 193
114 750

The other criterion used to select the media was the number of publications

containing the words “migrant”/”refugee”. The objective was to subject to
automated search social media channels of media that are interested in the
refugee theme instead of ignoring it.

In result of the review and the above-mentioned criterion, the following three
online media with Facebook and Twitter Social media platforms were selected:

NOVA TV: 65 million visitors in 2016; 452,000 Facebook friends; 6,087 Twitter

followers. The following internet addresses would be subject to automated data
search:

http://nova.bg/

facebook.com/Nova.bg/

twitter.com/NoviniteNaNova
Coalition of Positive Messengers to Counter Online Hate Speech - JUST/2015/PRAC/AG/BEST/8931
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BLITZ.BG: 66.8 million visitors in 2016; 760,429 Facebook friends; 4,122 twitter

followers. The following internet addresses would be subject to automated data
search:

www.blitz.bg

facebook.com/blitz.bg
twitter.com/blitz.bg

According to Gemius data Blitz is the most widely read Bulgarian online media in
2016. In the period March 6 – March 19, 2017, it ranks second in terms of
publications containing the words “migrant” or “refugee” (in singular or plural).

The total number of these publications is 78, which means 5.6 publications
containing the words refugee/migrant daily at the average.

Novini.bg: 149.4 million visitors in 2016; 160,000 Facebook friends; 4.125

twitter followers. The following internet addresses would be subject to
automated data search:
www.novini.bg

Facebook.com/Novini.bg
Twitter.com/Novini.bg

According to Gemius data, Novini.bg is the third most read Bulgarian online

media in 2016. In the period March 6 – March 19, 2017 it ranks third in number

of publications containing the words “migrant”/”refugee” – 52 in total, or 3.7
publications daily at the average.

5. Research findings
As the automated search and analysis aims to find out the correlation between

online hate speech dynamics and specific refugee/migrant related instances in

the participating countries, the research methodology requires each project
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research team to identify and select one significant event that took place in 2016
related to immigrants and refugees.

The project team selected one of the cases in Bulgaria of “refugee hunters” as a

prime example of providing a platform for hate speech in central media and
eventually giving publicity to open calls for physical violence and death threats.

A group of citizens self-organized as militia to catch and arrest illegal immigrants
in the mountain of Strandzha, close to the border with Turkey. The para-military
group was first reported on bTV on February 18, 2016 as the story of Dinko
Valev from Yambol, who has captured refugees on the border with Turkey

several times. Other televisions followed with interviews with Dinko. The

somewhat confused reaction of the government, which started with praise and
congratulations, also contributed to the massive media coverage, including
worldwide media like the Independent, Euronews, Newsweek, etc. In May Dinko

and his group “arrested” 3 young migrants. The para-militia video recorded their

actions and published the video in the social media, where the video became

widespread and viral. One could see the three refugees lying on the ground, with
their hands tied up with cable ties, and the group leader Dinko openly expressing
hostile attitudes and intent to protect the country from them. The refugee hunt
occurrences stirred enormous public debate and gained immediate popularity.

To test the research hypothesis that online hate speech increases around a

relevant event and peaks immediately after the event (when it is unexpected), or
immediately before the event (when is a planned political event like elections),
both the automated data search and the media content monitoring of the

selected three media and their social media are conducted for a two-month
period around the selected event in 2016: from 11 March, 2016 to 11 May, 2016.

To observe whether online hate speech is declining or increasing by comparing

monitoring periods in two consecutive years, a period in 2017: from 28 May to
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03 June, 2017, was selected and the three media were subjected to automated
data search and the media content monitoring.

Thirdly, the research aims to analyze differences between media environment

tolerance to online hate speech and probe for behavioral differences between the
social media platforms – Facebook and Twitter, as well as readers comments,
wherever allowed, for users that want to engage in conversation, share ideas
and interact with one another.

5.1 Scope of the analysis
The automated data search harvested and analyzed over 200,000 units from the
social media channels of the selected media outlets:

28 May –
03 June,
2017

11 March –
11 May,
2016

Nova TV
Facebook
1,078 posts
11,836
comments
Facebook
77 posts
2,149
comments

Twitter
tweets

Blitz.bg
433 Facebook
2,016 posts
11,005
comments

Twitter
4,999 tweets

Facebook
45 posts
464
comments

Twitter
1,606 tweets
Twitter
5,000 tweets

Novini.bg
Facebook
3,838 posts
169,240
comments
Facebook
120 posts
1,032
comments

Twitter
3,818
tweets
Twitter
767 tweets

The media content monitoring of the selected media outlets comprised around
500 units per media by creating a sample containing the key words. Additionally,
media context was studied and analyzed.
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5.2 Key words and the image of refugees and migrants
The selected words are present in a sizeable portion of all comments and posts
during the observed period. At the average for the three analyzed media the
percentage of facebook comments and posts that contain the key words

(migrants, refugees, threat, Islam, etc.) out of the total number of comments is

24%. It varies from 8% for Blitz.bg (164 out of 2,016 posts) to 65% in Novini.bg
(2, 499 out of 3,838 posts). At the same time, the media content related to

refugees and migrants is less than 7% of the total media content. The topic
therefore has the potential to be of high interest to the viewership/readership
and to provoke online verbal reactions.

Fig. 1: Worldcloud of key words
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The worldcloud with the selected key words and the words most frequently

associate with shows that the most often used collocation is “refugees” and
“threat”, followed by “terrorist” and related words, “illegal” and “Islamists”.

Additionally, the wordcloud shows three other lines of semantic units:
geographical – where the refugees/threat come from (“Mediterranean (sea)”,
“customs”, “Macedonia”, “Pomorie”); geopolitical – one of the reasons for the

refugee crisis (“Germany”), and media outlets as sources of information
regarding stories containing the key words.

A deeper systematic examination of the connections and relationships between

“refugees” and the rest of the key words demonstrates three major semantic
clusters:

Fig. 2: Network of key words 1

The above cluster shows the association of the word “refugees” with health

hazards: medical, treatment, Afghani, send back, etc. Due to the difficult and

sometimes catastrophic travelling and living conditions of refugees, they raise
Coalition of Positive Messengers to Counter Online Hate Speech - JUST/2015/PRAC/AG/BEST/8931
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the fear of the host population of spreading diseases. In some cases local
propaganda traps set by politicians helps this trend with unproven claims and

even blockades of refugee camps. In addition, the recommended by the World

Health Organization vaccination for refugees is also controversial since a few
years ago the Bulgarians experiences a shortage of vaccines that stirred
significant public dissatisfaction.

A second semantic cluster is formed around words related to threat and
terrorism concerns: terrorist (noun and adjective), threat, act, evidence. Words

that engage in this cluster are also related to political establishment (“minister”),

to public events and gatherings of large number of people (“rock festival”). The

cluster reflects the perception, though analytically and statistically unfound, that
terrorists take advantage of refugee flows to carry out acts of terrorism, or that
refugees are somehow more prone to radicalization than others.

Fig. 3: Network of key words 2
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The third semantic cluster is more or less fact based, reporting on stories and
occurrences, sometimes laced with humanity, empathy and a focus on the
suffering of those involved. It suggests detailed neutral reporting with words like
“migrants”, “policemen”, “disappeared”, “saved”.

Fig. 4: Network of keywords 3

The media content monitoring of the three media outlets revealed additional

important aspects of the image of migrants and the dynamics of public
perception.

Between March and May 2016, Nova TV published over 50 information units

(some were reader generated in the rubric “My News”) related to migrants and
refugees. The word “migrant” was mentioned 48 times, “refugees” – 47 times,
“terrorists” in association with migrants – 30 times, and “threat” – 61 times. This

means that at the average at least once a day the connection between
migrants/refugees and threat was made. In 2017 it is similarly there were
significant migrant related events like the London attacks and car crash with
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trafficked migrants on the highway in Bulgaria. Generally, the stories were
neutral and fact-based, particularly when reporting events from abroad: the
Brussels attack, the refugee unrests in Greece, etc. Certain stylistic tools were

used though to boost interest and turn factual pieces into sensation and

hyperbole: capitalized and bold headlines (“MASS BRAWL BETWEEN
MIGRANTS: At least 10 people injured. Brawl and injured in refugee camps in

Greece”), teasers with exclusivity (“ONLY ON NOVA: The story of the migrants

who survived the highway accident”). The news coverage of Bulgarian events is

more detailed: the activity of Dinko (the selected event) was reported in 12
information units and 2 “My news” provided by viewers. The readers/viewers’
comments are highly divided pro and against Dinko. Nova TV seems to use this
to stir further reaction – see for instance the teaser of “No Man’s Land” show,

March 4, 2017: “We know that we will anger many people because we give him

an opportunity to address the public. However he, dear fellow countrymen, is
here. He is the elephant in the room we are not talking about. But we will talk.
Don’t underestimate Dinko, dear viewers.” For comparison, during the two

monitored periods there was only one purely positive story related to migrants
and minorities.

The majority of readers’ facebook posts provoked by the more or less neutral

news were highly negative. There is a visible trend in terms of hate speech
targets: while in the beginning of the observed period the main target were the

migrants themselves (called monkeys, terrorists, criminals and numerous
obscene words), as time goes by more and more of the hate speech – roughly 2/3

– targets the culprits for this situation: the national and European political
leaders, the police, the civic organizations and activists (called traitors, tolerasts,
garbage).

Novini.bg published 23 articles containing the selected key words during the

2016 monitored period that provoked 880 comments, and during the period in
2017 – 30 articles with 801 comments. The same trend is observed in this media
– the articles are predominantly neutral, while the website and facebook
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comments are all negative, while some of them containing hate speech. Reported
events related to migrants and refugees abroad provoke negative but less hateful

verbal reactions. The negativity and hate speech increase with the NIMBY
syndrome (“not in my back yard”): instead of approaching the situation as a
shared responsibility, and finding sustainable and humane solutions for what

has been said to be the worst global refugee crisis ever, comments are mainly

concerned with keeping people out, and – when the situation becomes

untenable – pushing people out. This ‘burden-shifting’ approach is symptomatic
for Bulgaria’s response to the mass influx of refugees.

The editorial policy of Blitz.bg is less neutral and therefore attracts readership

that generates more comments in quantity and more intolerant and nationalistic
comments in quality. During the monitored period in 2016 Blitz published 13

materials about the selected event (almost identical with Nova TV), which,

however, were read 156,624 times and encouraged 857 readers’ comments. The
most popular articles with over 10,000 readers have sensational headlines,

containing slang and offensive language in the form of a quote (Example: “The
Refugee Hunter: Dumb and narrow-minded people with the Bulgarian Helsinki

Committee criticize me, while I defended Bulgaria! (VIDEO)). The two most read
articles related to migrants from the monitored periods in 2016 and 2017 are:
“Europe stood up against Bulgaria: You are dangerous for Europe! Western

media blame native authorities for tolerating and encouraging citizen arrests of
migrants” (12 April, 2016; read 31,878 times, 180 readers’ comments), and “An
impudent migrant sneaked into the track of a volatile Bulgarian driver and made

the biggest mistake in his life – UNIQUE VIDEO” (9 June, 2017; 31,898 readers,
21 comments).

It is clear that the headlines not only stir interest with

sensationalism and slang, attracting readers while they navigate the textual
landscape, but they also frame the story and change the “why” people read the
article, set the tone for interpreting and commenting.

The readers’ comments both in the forum and in facebook contain numerous
examples of hate speech against three main targets: the migrants themselves; the
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Bulgarian non-governmental organizations protecting human rights of migrants,

plus in some cases media outlets; Europe in general as a metaphor for the
geopolitics that causes Bulgaria to suffer invasion of refugees from the Balkan

route. The last cluster also includes Turkey and Russia. Angela Merkel is seen as
incarnation of evil, as the politician who betrayed Christian Europe and whose
actions would cause the (self)destruction of the European Union.

Occasionally, there are very few positive readers’ comments pleading that
readers put themselves in the shoes of refugees – during the monitored period in

2016 there were three such comments. All of them are nastily rejected by the
readership with further hate speech, and receive over 100 dislikes. It is worth

pointing out that some of the reader-generated content, which is still available

online, is not only hateful but also urges physical violence and contains threats to
civic activists, most often to Krasimir Kanev, chairman of the Bulgarian Helsinki
Committee. It is also important to note that Mr. Kanev was assaulted in the
streets of Sofia later in 2016.

Again, almost identical with Nova TV, during the two periods monitored there

was only one article in Blitz with positive content and context of the refugee
issue (03 June, 2017, “Volunteers collect clothes and donations for refugees in
Sofia”), read only 394 times.

In conclusion we can say that the observed and analyzed media coverage of the

refugee and migrant theme is most often filled with fears and frustrations. It
usually follows the course of events, and is more often reporting and providing
everyday evidence and witnesses of the occurrences, almost never trying to

conceptualize the reasons and consequences of the refugee crisis. The popular
media – both television and online news platforms – seem to stay away from the

in-depth interpretations of the topic, which seems to be limited to a couple of
print-out political magazines in Bulgaria.
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Media, and some outlets in particular, contribute to framing the negative public
perception of migrants and refugees. They circulate hate speech through quotes
and tolerate hateful readers’ posts in forums and facebook pages.

5.3 Refugee related occurrences and online hate speech
As assumed, the research showed clear spillover between online and offline. The
identified 2016 event relevant to refugees and migrants and the observed twomonth period allowed us to see certain dynamics in online hate speech.

Fig. 5: March – May 2016, Nova TV, Facebook activity
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Fig 6: March – May 2016, Nova TV, Facebook activity with selected words

As these figures from Nova TV facebook indicate, the events related to refugees

are among the ones that have the highest potential to provoke facebook activity:
some of the fecebook activity peaks coincide with migration related occurrences

and the respective usage of the key words online. As seen from the second figure,

the selected event with Dinko’s para-militia video recorded arrest of refugees
ranks second in the migration relevant posts only to the March 2016 Brussels
attack of three coordinate suicide bombings, resulting in 35 deaths and hundreds
of injured.
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The results from the facebook activity of the other two analyzed media are quite
similar and confirm the tendency:

Fig. 7: March – May 2016, Novinite.bg, Facebook activity

Fig. 8: March - May 2016, Novinite.bg, Facebook activity with selected words
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Fig. 9: March – May 2016, Blitz.bg, Facebook activity

Fig. 10: March - May 2016, Blitz.bg, Facebook activity with selected words
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Apart from the Brussels terrorist attack and the selected event, other events that

caused increase in the frequency of the selected migrant- and refugee-related
words during the monitored period in 2016 include clashes between migrants
and the police in a camp in Idomeni, Greece (07 April, 2016), suicide bombing in
Kabul, Afghanistan (31 May, 2017), signing the Protocol for application of the
Readmission Agreement between EU and Turkey (05 May, 2016).

The data mined shows that there are certain trigger events that influence the

expression of hate and provide a background for the hate comments in the

respective media. These trigger events can be roughly divided into three
different groups:
•

Reactions to crimes or attacks that occurred at home or abroad:

•

particularly terrorist attacks but also “country protection” measures;

•

the people, the agreement for readmission between EU and Turkey, etc.;

Reactions to European policies: asylum politics which seemed wrong to
Reactions to other specific events that divide the society: refusal of a

mayor to issue personal documents to refugees, community protest to
forbid two Afghanistan teenagers to study in the local school, etc.

The largest online hate starters, i.e., trigger/mobilization incidents and events,

are the incidents in which refugees and immigrants are (are presented as)
perpetrators.

The research analysis could not arrive to a conclusion if online hate speech is
increasing or decreasing from 2016 to 2017. The sample of analyzed information
units was not sufficient for that. Moreover, many keywords are context

dependent, so complex queries and iterations were needed to ensure data
accuracy. We also searched for neutral conversation about racism and

xenophobia, to measure levels of hate speech relative to constructive
debate.
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One of the meaningful metamorphosis of public perception in this respect is the

change in the image of Dinko: from a “national hero”, “true Bulgarian” and
‘patriot” in 2016 to “semi-literate villager” and “prosecution client” in 2017.

Observation also shows that although the number of people reading materials
related to migrants has remained nearly the same at the average, the number of
readers’ comments in facebook or in the readers’ forums has hone down

drastically. Thus during the monitored period in 2016 the refugee related
publications in the social media of Nova TV provoked between 70 and 85

comments, while in 2017 the comments are 30 at the most, event when there is a
significant and dramatic event like a road accident leading to the death of 9

trafficked migrants in a minivan. Similarly in Blitz.bg the 13 relevant articles
during the monitored period in 2016 were read 156,624 times and provoked

857 comments, while in May – June 2017 the articles containing the selected
words were 19, they were read 90,694 times and provoked 163 readers’
comments.

It cannot be concluded categorically that online hate speech is diminishing. We

can, however, show that migrant and refugee related materials provoke less
reader-generated content, including hateful one. It is hard to determine the

underlying reasons, which may vary from growing awareness to better
(self)regulation of social media to the fact that the novelty of the refugee crisis
wears off.

5.4 Behavioral differences between the social media platforms
Twitter doesn’t seem to be hugely popular in Bulgaria, nor in Eastern Europe in

general. It’s the twenty-second most visited site in Bulgaria 13. Probably due to
language limitation, there is little opportunity for cross-border interaction
(retweets, shares). Whereas Facebook is a community based on shared interests
13 TranslateMedia Ltd., https://www.translatemedia.com/translation-services/social-media/easterneuropean-social-media/
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or acquaintances, Twitter connectivity is based mainly on the content.

A

combination of factors including the micro-blogging limitation of 140 characters,

the nature of the platform suitable for real-time occurrences, make Twitter

media accounts less developed that Facebook. The volume of tweets using the
specific keywords was limited and the national twitter spheres do not

synchronize around refugee related issues or events. Nova TV has not refugee

related Twitter content during the two monitored period with the exception of
some pictures from the arrests of Dinko by the police. Blitz.bg also does not use
its Twitter to circulate migrant related news at all – in both periods there were
no relevant tweets at all.

Facebook however is not only the most popular social media in Bulgaria with
45% of the population (3.3 million) national users 14 but also seems to provide a

best environment for the refugee and migrant related news and comments,
including online hate speech. Facebook is very accessible. 78.78% of its

Bulgarian users access it through their mobile phones 15 and check it 45 times a
day at the average. That is why media outlets develop their facebook profiles.

Nova TV for instance has not only an official media profile but also facebook
pages of all major shows such as the news, entertainment and talk shows, etc.

Despite the no-hate-speech self regulation policy of Facebook, introduced over

an year ago, allowing users to report hateful content and facebook

administrators to remove it, hateful facebook comments during the two
monitored periods in 2016 and 2017 at moments reached epidemic scale. One of

the main reasons for that must be mass underreporting to Facebook. A new
research of the Bulgarian Academy of Science (June 2017) demonstrates that 2/3

of the Bulgarians – mostly the youngest, 18-25 year olds - believe hate speech is
part of the freedom of speech and should therefore be tolerated and not reported
and/or sanctioned.
14
15

Profit.bg, https://profit.bg/tehnologii/kolko-balgari-polzvat-facebook/
Also there
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The analysis also explored how news media are managing conversations with

their audiences in an increasingly toxic online environment and identifies the
readers’ forums as risky spaces for online hate speech. The analysis faced the

abusive tone and poor quality of many online conversations, which could be
equally offensive and hateful as some Facebook ones. Media companies subject

to more serious regulation, including the monitored Nova TV, do not allow
comments below articles altogether and shift conversations to Facebook, which

according to the Bulgaria authorities (for instance a decision of the Central
Electoral Committee) is not a media outlet. The readers’ forum of Blitz.bg is not

moderated, the link to the Terms and Conditions is inactive, there is no option for
reporting inappropriate content. The readers’ forum of Novini.bg is not

moderated either, nor does require any registration. Editors rightly point out

that comments are important, they add to the debate, provide ideas and input for
future stories, encourage diversity of opinion and increase traffic to the
webpage. There are other considerations as well for tolerating the current

situation, such as the cost of moderation, lack of editorial liability for offensive

readers’ comments. However, measures are needed to eradicate online hate
speech and particularly to dissociate media with it.

6. Conclusions
•

We can support King and Sutton’s (2013) 16 research on the mobilization

and clustering of cyber hate around dominating events. Both the

automated and the traditional monitoring research showed that certain
events have the potential to trigger online reaction and online hate
speech. Most often these trigger events are related to attacks, terrorist

acts or similar, in which migrants are seen as perpetrators; followed by
King, R. D., & Sutton, G. M. (2013). High Times for Hate Crime: Explaining the Temporal Clustering of Hate
Motivated Offending. Criminology, 51(4), 871–94.

16
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policy developments affecting the refugee and migrant situation; and
local/national events that divide the community.
•

The image of migrants in the media and social media is dynamic and shifts
over time. It is moving in the direction of dehumanization, dominated by a

narrow range of negative arguments with less coverage of any positive
aspects. The arguments increasingly cluster around geopolitics and
trafficking, as well as national security, public order and welfare.
•

The media coverage of migrant and refugee related themes and events
show some problems with accuracy, distortion, use of stereotypes in

language, sensational appeal. Though such editorial policies may foster
readership/viewership increase in the short run, they result in increasing
the gap between perception and reality and discarding the democratic
functions of the press: to inform, to scrutinize, to investigate and to hold

power accountable. Journalists and editors need to understand that just
because someone says something outrageous that does not make it news.
•

The true opinion maker and leader is more an more the internet, and not

the media outlets. The refugee and migrant theme receives thousands of
interpretations and contexts in the internet and they muffle the media

reactions. An offensive facebook comment by a well-known politician can

completely hijack the media coverage of an event.
•

The media therefore maintains additional internet spaces – facebook and
readers’ forums, for the content of which they are not legally liable, where

reader-generated content is encouraged, it is not moderated and in result
online hate speech proliferates and has a lasting presence.
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•

Bulgarian online space seems to contain more online hate speech than

some other European Union member states like the United Kingdom or

Germany. The limitations of our research do not allow us to identify the

reasons for that. We can only point out to some hypothesis that might be
tested in a further research. According to the Intergroup Contact Theory

the citizens of Bulgaria are less likely to be in contact with foreigners due

to the significantly lower number of foreigners in the country, and
therefore are less likely to reduce their prejudices and stereotypes, which

also affects their expression of hate in cyberspace. Other explanations
might be found in the less restrictive legislation in Bulgaria compared

with other countries. Also, it is possible that control mechanisms such as
reporting and/or removing hate comments from social networks work
less effectively in Bulgaria.
•

The research is inconclusive if online hate speech is increasing or
decreasing from 2016 to 2017. It is demonstrated though that news

related to refugees and migrants provoke less readership and less reader-

generated content. The driving forces behind this development might be

different: after the parliamentary elections in March 2017 the refugee

issue is no longer at the top of the political and editorial agenda; the topic

is nearly exhausted; the spike of migration is passed, etc. While there

appears to be a reduction in the hate speech and discriminatory

reporting, more work needs to be done to ensure transparency and
representation of migrant voices in the Bulgarian media and social media.
The coverage of migration could be vastly improved if there were more

narrative accounts that better represent the actual migrant populations
living or moving through the country.
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